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Request: Permission to integrate Spotify in Zapp Radio 

Summary 

This document is a formal request for permission to integrate certain Spotify features into a 

commercial android application; “Zapp Radio”, to become available in Playstore in 2020.  
 

The sole purpose of the Spotify integration is to enable the musically interested radio listener to 

search for and save tracks in Spotify Liked Songs, based on “now playing info” as made 

available by a vast majority of radio streaming stations. A minimalistic player lists the Liked 
Songs and offers continuous playback of this list, or the Album for a saved track. 
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Description of Spotify integration 

Reference is made to the below screenshots, representing a subset of the Zapp Radio (“Zapp”) 

features. Its main feature -screenshot 1 - is to offer a selection of national and local streaming 

radio stations in the Scandinavian market. Using drag&drop, the radio buttons may freely be 

rearranged according to personal preferences. New stations can be added by the user. The core 

intention is ease of use, and to create a playground for Scandinavian radio “awareness”. 

Listeners may cherry-pick music heard on the radio by clicking on the “now playing info” 

provided by a vast majority of radio stations. This info is stripped and brought into compliance 

with the Spotify search engine. In screenshot 2, search results have been presented and the song 

“Happy” has just – per user selection - been stored in the Spotify /Liked Songs library.  (green 

color will be adjusted to Spotify green prior to launch). 

Screenshot 1, 2, 3 

     

  



 

2 (2) 

To enable verification of such recurring cherry-picks, screenshot 3 offers the Liked Songs 

playlist, now with the song “Happy” on top. This section also offers a minimalist player; click on 

a track, and Zapp will play through the list using the Spotify SDK, until the user reselects some 

radio station. In screenshot 3, if the user clicks the Spotify icon, the Spotify app will launch.  

Beyond this “cherry-picking playback” feature, Zapp intentionally notifies and guides the user to 

the Spotify app without presenting itself as an alternative player, although the simple player may 

attract the radio listener to increased Spotify usage. 

The user can toggle between Liked Songs and the saved track’s album, to investigate for more 

tracks be saved to Liked Songs. 

Constraints of this integration 
Screenshot 2 and 3 above with remarks contain all interoperation with Spotify. There is no 

additional use of meta data or other information, for example to enhance the radio listening 

experience. The feature basically concerns itself only with enabling the catching of songs heard 

on the radio and saving – rescuing - these songs to the Spotify library on the fly. 

Zapp uses only the Liked Songs playlist. Other playlists are not available. Further rearranging 

between playlists must be done in Spotify. 

Zapp does not offer directly competing alternatives for music streaming, like e.g. Tidal. Only 

Spotify is offered. Spotify integration may be disabled by the user. 

Hopefully, Spotify corporation will agree that this simple integration has the potential to attract 

customers to Spotify, and to strengthen bonds between a radio listener and Spotify. 
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